
Outreach Committee Meeting – 04.02.2022
Attendance: CL (Outreach Chair), AW (President), KM (VP), HD, BS, ML, SL,
JH, EB

Apologies: MS, YN

Location: Conference Room

Agenda:

Take Me Out

Litter Picking Social

Hot Drinks for Homeless

Calais

AOB
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Take Me Out

CL: Did everyone watch an episode of Take Me Out? To give a summary, you have a panel of
30 women and they have lights on the podium in front of them, the single man comes down
in an elevator, you get to know them and choose to keep your lights on or off and it continues
like that, then they guy also gets a chance to turn any remaining lights at the end

SL: Have we got any applicants yet?

CL: The form is out and we will have enough I think - we already have two. I want more of a
push in the second and third years. I think we want 4/5 rounds

SL: Do they go on a date after?

CL: How it works is the light will be a paper heart and if you go on a date you get a free
green frog

ML: I think we should play  ‘All By Myself’ if they don't get a date

CL: We will need a lot of tech and I got told from college that we couldn't set up till 7:30
which is not enough time but we can set up stage earlier, will need everyone setting up and
will get the exec to help

SL: How much are tickets?

CL: £4 and it will be online ticket sales. For rounds KM what was before and how long were
they?

KM: They followed the exact format of the show with the walk in, special talents, general
getting to know them and the friend video. You don’t want the rounds ot be too short so like
longer than 10 minutes but no longer than 15, you could do 3 rounds, an interval and then
finish off with two

AW: We need to decide people soon as that will sell tickets purely by word of mouth. I think
you want like 18 people on the stage

CL: We need a day for going through applicants and doing the crafts. Deadline for applying is
the 11th so we could do that evening or on the 13th - will do a poll in the group. We need to
think about props and things - we could do like cardboard for names and around their neck
but these are finer details that we can decide. Want to get tickets out as soon as possible

KM: Do you not want to sell tickets once the lineup is decided so then they tell their friends
to get tickets? Or we could put up the form for being one of the contestants with the light,
make that deadline sooner than the 11th and then sell tickets

Litter Picking Social

CL: Litter pick social - how is the graphic JH?

JH: Coming along
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CL: Spoke to GM (Environment Rep) and she's extremely busy so we are kind of limited to
when we can do it. DUSVO are making us do that the week of National Student Volunteering
but I do think we would get more engagement at a different date

AW: Ignore DUSVO - let's have a committee vote so then you will have to ignore them

CL: So we won't do that but I think it would be a good social just later on in the term when it
is warmer, but the idea is to end in Cuth’s bar so ideally later in the term as Cuth’s bar is only
open at 7pm and it’s dark then

AW: Cuth’s bar is open in the day on the weekend and you will get more engagement with a
litter pick on a weekend

SL: Is it open to outside the committee?

CL: Yeah and at a DUSVO meeting the other colleges are keen to collab so we could
potentially get them involved

Hot Drinks for Homeless

CL: We briefly touched on this before but haven't moved forward with this yet, is it
something people are still keen to do?

BS: I think it would be good

AW: Isn't that done already in Durham?

ML: The Christian Union do it and give it to people after a night out

CL: They do it with Streetlight and with our long term plan of wanting to redistribute the
food waste, would our efforts be better spent working on that?

AW: I don't think this is achievable

CL: I was thinking Arlington house and like renting the space and then putting up posters
around durham to advertise where we are

AW: I would not put aside one plan to focus on this as it is such a long term plan

CL: Well I don't know how successful the other plan would be. The big plan is a lot of work
but I think this would be too and without as high reward

AW: I do think the hot drinks idea is a good idea that is feasible and currently works. It is not
an in college event so no risk assessment needed

CL: How frequently would we like to do it?

AW: I would get in contact with the people who already do it

ML: We should do tea as well

AW: The benefit for hot choc over tea is the calories in hot choc
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EB:  Not if you are using water

CL: So how often?

SL: Every two weeks would work

BS: Will we put it out to people beyond the committee?

KM: Yeah we can put it on the outreach volunteering page

Calais

CL: Update, it is ticking along and we are getting more and more applications in. Keep
spreading it through word of mouth and the applications are very detailed so we should do a
group assessment of who can come if we are not able to scale it up. Deadline is 6th of March

AW: Something about turning people away from volunteering doesn't feel good - if you've
been keen to apply you surely would have by now

CL: I think closing it off before the deadline is worse and I just don't know the logistics of
expanding it yet as I won’t be outreach chair beyond july

EB: I would be surprised if everyone who has applied thinks they are going

AW: I think we would need a thorough checklist of why we are accepting people and
rejecting them

ML: Is the Take Me Out going towards the trip?

CL: Yep

AW: Will you have to do another event to fundraise?

CL: Yes and we have a bank of ideas from earlier in the year of what we can do
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